This paper promotes a concept to empower Medan art community through the development of writing graffiti as a media of creative industry entrepreneurs based the local wisdom with reintroducing and as well as maintaing the local wisdom of the Pantuns of Malay Deli. The method of this paper is an ethnographic method, using a qualitative descriptive approach. The data on this paper are obtained using 
Introduction
Nowadays, the behavior of creative industry entrepreneurs based on local wisdom is growing rapidly and its implementation has inspired the development of entrepreneurship model. Creative industry based on local wisdom can be applied directly through KnE Social Sciences AICLL the language, both oral, written, and symbols to strengthen the economy of the local community. As one form of creativity to implement local culture is to utilize graffiti.
Graffiti can be used as a media to introduce the cultural values of local wisdom by utilizing the pantun of Malay Deli with richness of the nuances of personality characteristics so that the benefits of graffiti as a form of creative industry in introducing the cultural treasures of local communities can be felt more. In Indonesia, based on the history during the war of independence graffiti became a tool of propagation against the Dutch colonizers like the slogan writing "Boeng Ajo Boeng"! which is then written on the street walls. Nowadays graffiti has changed its function not only as a provocative aspiration but as an expression of young community art.
However, in reality the writing of graffiti as an art expression has not been well utilized. This case can be seen from some graffiti writings that are in the community environment still very under control and regardless of the right place as a place that does not damage and influence the aesthetic value of the urban planning. These activities are often result graffiti writings that damage the environmental view. In other words, graffiti sometimes creates some problems with the beauty of the environment.
This community of graffiti prefers to use existing walls as a media around the road to express creativities, aspirations and criticisms. Graffiti writing is considered less efficient because it causes graffiti that affect the beauty and cleanliness of urban planning. Thus, it is necessary to make the development place as an effective and efficient place to express the creativity of graffiti writings of the local community such as Medan Art Community.
Therefore, the objective of this paper is to empower Medan Art Community with graffity writing development as creative entrepreneur media in expressing the creativity as well as introducing the cultural treasures of the local community that is the local almost full of all the graffiti images that contain messages to be conveyed for the public figure especially the government. This problem can be found along the road walls, the pillars of the roads, general public facilities and other general public places, so there is appearing the negative perspective or the steorotype about the graffiti writing is an illegal activity, because it is created inappropriate place like in the general public walls along the roads or even in the general public facilities. The community create the graffiti to deliver their own inspiration or critics to the government and sometimes the messages are controversial in the in appropriate place. Therefore, it is better to create a media as the right place for the Medan art community especially to express their own creativity using graffiti as the model of creative industry entrepreneur.
Besides, infact, the graffiti isn't all bad. According to Werwath (2006) in his paper describes that graffiti is an aestetics art. The techniques and forms are used to create these works separates graffiti in the negative perspective from graffiti art. The graffiti art are created using the use of patterns, colors, typography, and even unconventional tools such as computer-created graphics. Anyone can create graffiti by writing something on a wall to communicate a message to the general public. But, the important one, graffiti can be considered as the graffiti art as long as the graffiti writing is created on the right place. Graffiti actually can be used as artifacts of Medan art community that contain art, moral and behavioural values such as aesthetic meaningful kindness, honesty, respectness, cleanliness, orderliness, beauty, kindship values. For example,
KnE Social Sciences
AICLL graffiti that is related to culture, philosophy of life, psychology, and sociology by interpreting the meaning of the graffiti using hermeneutic study as a method of interpreting the meaning of an object, both real and abstract dimensions.
Therefore, this paper proposes a concept about the place for writing graffiti as an alternative solution for empowering Medan art community by promoting local wisdom of Malay Deli culture for the creation of graffiti writing that has a meaningful and cultured nuance. By making a good and proper coaching media, the Medan art community is able to express their creativity that has many positive effects, so that the general public are aware that the community can be a cerative entrepreneur if they provide a right place to express their creativity.
Medan art community
The 
Local wisdom
Local wisdom is an idea and idea of moral values, character, behavior that is embedded and followed by members of the community. Local wisdom can be used as a rule to control the charater or behaviour human and also has cultural values to develop science, improve human resources, and also can be a solution to the problems of everyday life. Local wisdom is a form of wisdom for the environment that exists in human life in a place or area so that it refers to certain locality and community. According to 
Elokkan iman dengan adatnya"
The pantun has meaning that if people want to get the best solution for eveyone.
They must obey the rule.
Secondly, Pantun with the kindship behavioural value "Kalau pandai memahat tiang'
Tentulah tahu memahat tangga
Kalau pandai menasehati orang
Tentulah tahu menasehati keluarga"
The pantun has meaning that if the member of family can be useful for other people, it also can be automatically useful for their family.
Thirdly, Pantun with the security behavioural value "Jangan menebang kayu di rimba
Kalau ditebang binasalah hutan
Jangan dibuang adat lembaga
Kalau dibuang binasalah iman"
The pantun has meaning that if the people don't obey the rule, so the people will be died without Iman. The pantun has meaning that if the people have good iman, so the people are also automatically have positive perspective..
Creative industry entrepreneur
The creative economy is a concept that puts creativity and knowledge as the main industries that use these resources not only enable countries to tell their own stories and to project their own unique cultural identities to themselves and to the world but they also provide these countries with a source of economic growth, employment creation and increased participation in the global economy. At the same time, the creative economy promotes social inclusion, cultural diversity and human development.
In other words, the creative economy in relation to the creative industry is an economic activity that encompasses industries with human resource creativity as the main asset for creating economic added value. 
Conclusions
The paper proposes (1) the creative industry entrepreneurs based on the local wisdom of Malay Deli by using the icon of Mr. Belalang as a malay figure from the folklore of Malay deli culture, (2) The place for the Medan Art Community in expressing creativity
